
INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

 AC3353

Attention:

1. To ensure the success of the installation, be sure to read these instructions and review the diagrams thoroughly 

before beginning.

2. All electrical connections must be in accordance with local codes, ordinances, or the National Electrical Code.  

If you are unfamiliar with methods of installing electrical wiring, secure the services of a qualified licensed 

electrician.

3. These fixtures are intended for mounting to a standard 4"x 2 ¼" deep metal octagon 

outlet box. The box must 

be directly supported by the building structure.

4. Before commencing with the installation, disconnect the power by turning off the circuit breaker or by removing 

the fuse at the fuse box.  Turning the power off using the light switch is not sufficient to prevent electrical shock.

NOTE:

The important safeguards and instructions appearing in this manual are not meant to cover all possible conditions 

and situations that may occur.  It must be understood that common sense, caution and care, are factors that cannot 

be built into any product. The person(s) caring for and operating the fixture must supply these factors.

CAUTION:

Ensure that the Fitting is Cool and Switched off, Before Changing Bulb.

Do Not use Bulbs Exceeding Maximum Wattage, as Per Caution Label.

5. Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts on clear area. Take care not to loose any  small 

    parts  necessary for installation. Be sure the electricity to the wires you are working on is shut off - either 

    the fuse removed or the circuit breaker set  at “Off”.

6. Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts on clear area. Take care not to loose any small parts   

    necessary for installation.                          

7.  Hold Back Plate up against the wall aligning the two holes in the Outlet Box with appropriate slots in 

    the Back Plate.  Then while the Back Plate is leveled horizontally, use a pen or pencil to make a mark on 

    the wall at holes located near each end of Back Plate. Set aside the Back Plate and insert Plastic Anchors 

    into the two marks made on the wall.   

8. Thread the supply wires and ground wire from Outlet Box through center holes in Back Plate.

9. Attached the Back Plate to Outlet box by using the two Outlet box Screws. If Plastic Anchors were 

    attached to the wall, secure the Back Plate with two Anchors Screws to corresponding holes. 

10. Connect the fixture wires to the Outlet Box wires as follows. Connect the White Fixture wire to the 

    White Supply Wire, Connect the Black Fixture Wire to the Black Supply Wire. Make sure all wire 

    Connectors are secure and do not easily pull off with the slight tug. If there is no Green Ground Wire 

    from the Outlet Box, Connect the Fixture Ground Wire to the Cross Bar with the Green Grounding 

    Screw provided. 

11. Once all wires are connected, tuck them carefully into Outlet Box. 

12. Place the Fixture Front Plate over the Mounting Screws, so it protrude through the hole in the Back Plate.

13. Thread the Finial onto the Mounting Screws and continue turning until the Front Plate is snug against 

      Back Plate. 

14. Slide the Glass Shade through Socket and tighten the Glass Shade by threading Socket Ring onto Socket. 

15. Insert Xenon Bulb to Socket.

16. You installation is now complete, you may return power to Outlet Box and test your fixture.
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